In a response to feedback from Warner's Economic Development Advisory Committee, town employees, and
residents of Warner, our town website is undergoing major renovations. The technical work is being done by our
webmaster, Dan Watts, owner of Dimentech in Warner.
As you visit and explore the new website, you will discover features aimed at making your browsing experience
easier and more enjoyable. For example, those who have been using handheld devices to access Warner's website
will find that the webpages now scale down for easier viewing. Also, you'll notice that there are several new icons
which aid in navigation.
The content of the website has not changed significantly. You will find all of the information and data you have used
in the past. As we continue renovation, new information will be added.
Now, let us share some Tips & Hints about the new features....
Icons are the little buttons on the website which, when selected, help you navigate to another area of the website or
to a new action. Here are some of the icons you will see on the new Warner website and what they mean.

General Navigation Icons
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Committee & Department Icons

More Information Icons

On the committee & department listings, you will
be able to quickly jump to the next meeting agenda,
posted minutes, and the calendar.

Throughout the website, you'll see icons which will
help you quickly get to more information or to make
email contact. You can also search the website.

You Control The Display Size
Depending on the device you are using and the width of your browser display, your initial view of the new Warner
website might look like this :
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Or, your view of the website may be more condensed, like this :

When using this more condensed display, select the
hamburger icon at the top right to expand the menus.
This is what you'll see :

To browse further into the four key
website areas of:
Residents
Visitors
Business
Government
select the down arrow chevron icon.
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External Pages & Launching New Tabs
The Warner website includes links to external pages. Warner does not control the content on those pages.
In some cases, the Warner website will launch a new browser tab when an external link is selected. The tab where
you were viewing the Warner website will still be open at the same time.
Here is an example of a browser with only one tab open :

and then the same browser after selecting the "Shop Warner" link :

The "Town of Warner" tab is still shown at the top, but is grayed out while viewing the Kearsarge Chamber page.
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Bookmarks
As you learn more about the new Warner website and use it, don't forget to save your favorite pages as browser
bookmarks.

Your Feedback Is Most Welcome!
Improving the Warner website, making it easy to navigate, and filling it with the kind of information that you want to
see is the goal of this renovation effort.
We welcome your feedback as we continue work on the Warner website.
Providing feedback is so easy to do. Simply click
on the email button on the home page and fill out
the short form.
Thank you sincerely for taking the time to browse
Warner's new website at http://warner.nh.us
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